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Abstract: The original REA accounting model (McCarthy, 1982) has been extended in previous years into a business modeling language. Apart from its conceptual model, academic effort has been put into the definition of a formal description language, based on standards such as UML or OWL. The specification of a generic data model from a software engineering point of view for domain independent use of REA for business model specification and execution has been touched only briefly in the past. Thus, we present a data model concept for runtime-configurable REA business model definition and execution.

1 INTRODUCTION

The REA accounting model (McCarthy, 1982) was initially developed as a modern accounting methodology based on real world artefacts instead of the rather artificial double entry bookkeeping, originating in the Middle Ages. Over the years, it has been extended towards a business modeling language, which enables the description of value chains and enterprise resource planning (Geerts and McCarthy, 1997; Geerts and McCarthy, 2000; Gailly and Poels, 2007).

Figure 1: Sample object diagram of REA’s core concepts.

Figure 1 depicts the REA core concept in terms of an UML object diagram: an economic exchange (duality) of goods comprises increment and decrement events, where the former represent events that add value to the company (e.g. receiving cash in a sales activity) and the latter are events that decrease the value of a company (e.g. handing over a product in a sales activity). Each of the events is related to a certain economic resource (cash and product in our example, respectively) and to two economic agents, the provider and the receiver of the economic resource.

The REA business model language has been used to model various application scenarios, however the data structure of these scenarios has been tailored to the specific needs of that scenario—it was not defined in a domain agnostic way. The approach found in the literature to implement REA applications is to declare concrete instances of entities of the REA meta model as classes in a programming language accompanied by corresponding database tables, see e.g. (Hrubý et al., 2006) for a “Pizza Delivery” and (Mayrhofer, 2012) for a “Fish Sale” sample application. In our approach, we are preparing a uniform infrastructure as a generic data model for the implementation of various application scenarios on top. We are thus designing the REA meta model as a multi-layered class hierarchy with corresponding database design and in turn enable specific applications to be modeled and executed based thereon.

Our effort on a generic data model for REA is in its beginnings—first concepts, findings and results have been published in (Gürt, 2014), (Mayrhofer et al., 2014) and (Wally et al., 2014). In this work we present details on the meta modeling methodology we are applying and its implementation concepts.

2 RELATED WORK

(Hrubý et al., 2006) is an extensive work on basic and advanced REA concepts and their realization in terms of software models. The presented workflow in the concrete examples follows an intuitive pattern: (i) the REA Meta model is modeled in terms of classes in an object oriented programming language, (ii) the domain specific model is again modeled and
implemented in terms of software classes, and (iii) the domain model classes are instantiated at runtime for capturing and representing business artefacts.

In (Nakamura and Johnson, 1998) the Type Object pattern (Johnson and Woolf, 1997) is introduced to describe REA models—this notation is picked up also in (Hruby et al., 2006; Geerts and McCarthy, 2006): REA concepts are described on a type and on an object layer, where instances on type layer define common properties for instances on the object layer. Also, this typification is used as a business model notation: in case a specific REA entity cannot be noted explicitly, its type object is used as a specification for what kind of entity would take part in a certain business pattern.

A model driven approach for the notation of REA based business models is presented in (Gailly and Poels, 2010), where the REA Meta model is defined as an UML profile, and the concrete domain model is modeled as a class diagram applying the REA UML profile. Again, this approach freezes the domain model at design time (expressed in UML) and requires different technology for the definition and the execution of business models.

In contrast to these approaches, we are proposing an integrated solution, where (i) the REA Meta model serves as language definition on MOF\(^1\) layer M2 (modeled and implemented as concrete classes in an object oriented programming language), (ii) the domain model is dynamically modeled in M1 in form of instances of the previously mentioned classes, and (iii) the business artefacts on M0 are again instances of the model instances in M1. This approach allows the user of an enterprise resource planning system that is based upon REA concepts to declare additional exchange methods, resources or agents on-the-fly, and make use of them immediately. To foster M1–M0 interoperability, we strive for an approach that incorporates M1 and M0 models in a single storage and execution system. Interoperability with the approach described in (Gailly and Poels, 2010) could be realized via an import/export mechanism.

2.1 Meta Modeling

In (Atkinson and Kühne, 2008) it is argued that two level modeling is introducing “accidental complexity” in cases where the domain scenario features three or more levels, because some workaround must be found to fit the many levels into the two levels provided. One such application scenario is when an element of a domain scenario requires to influence instances traditionally “out of reach” of that element (declare properties for instances of instances). For that purpose the concepts of “clabjects” (introduced in (Atkinson and Kühne, 2000)) and “deep instantiation/characterization” with “potencies” (Atkinson and Kühne, 2001; Kühne and Steimann, 2004) are introduced. It allows specifying properties that should be instantiated potency number of levels below its declaration. However, in our modeling approach, and for the given use case of REA business models, we agree with (Frank, 2011a), in that “potencies > 2 are not needed”. In order to be able to model potencies of value 2, (Frank, 2011a) and (Frank, 2011b) introduce the concept of “intrinsic features/attributes/properties” (properties that are not implemented by instances but by instances of instances)—in a sense, intrinsic features are thus deeply instantiated properties with a hardcoded potency of 2. In (Yoder and Johnson, 2002) the “adaptive object-model” architectural style is described by discussing various concepts found in the literature and in implementations for the purpose of providing meta modeling support for the design and implementation of adaptive software systems. As a foundation for such systems the type object pattern and property pattern are identified, which together form a “type square”.

In object oriented languages such as Java and C++, a single class declaration/definition is a sketch for four different data related concepts (purposely leaving out behavioral concepts like static or instance methods): (i) it declares the contract of static properties (top-right in Figure 2), (ii) it declares the contract of instance properties (top-left), (iii) it defines values for the static properties (bottom-right), and (iv) instances of that class define values for instance properties (bottom-left). We are currently not explicitly considering methods in our model because (i) in the first step we have no need for adaptive behavior and (ii) we believe that behavior can be well integrated in the approach we are presenting here. In our approach, we are decomposing the three-layered type object pattern into a 2x2 matrix which more closely resembles how class and instance properties are declared and defined in traditional object oriented programming.

3 MODELING APPROACH

In this work we present a structural view on our runtime configurable approach and show how the structural contract of a business model can be modified at runtime without the need for recompilation and redeployment. This structural contract has direct impact
Figure 2: Decomposition of the type object pattern into four elements that correspond to property declaration and instantiation in object oriented programming. Potencies of the types indicate that the top elements are instantiated on M1 and the bottom elements on M0.

on the execution of the business model (mainly by constraining the association of entities and thus reducing the possibilities of configuration).

Specific business models within the REA ontology are traditionally declared in a graphical language based on UML class or object diagram notation², which we adopt in the context of this document. They define (i) a taxonomy of entities relevant for that business model (the domain vocabulary) and (ii) the relations between those entities (the business model), e.g. what other entities (mainly agents and resources) certain events interact with or how events relate to commitments.

The remainder of this section will first introduce the concepts we use for the declaration of domain vocabulary and business models (most notable fragments and REA declarations) and then explain how the declaration is realized.

3.1 Attributes and Associations

Attributes are our modeling vehicle to declare variables of built-in data types such as INT, DECIMAL, and TEXT; Associations declare complex variables as associations to other Declarations. Figure 3 depicts a simplified class diagram of the meta model of the declaration layer M1 in our model. It shows how the REA modeling language is embedded into our model: all REA entities (green: Resource, Event, Agent, ...) inherit from PropertyDeclaration, which essentially means that on the declaration layer, REA entities can be equipped with properties of any kind. Red items (Entity, Declaration, Group, PropertyDeclaration) represent generic concepts, most notable grouping, cf. (Hrubý et al., 2006). Brown items (Property, Attribute, Association) depict attributes and associations, while blue items (Enumeration, Unit, Fragment) represent additional concepts that will be explained below in more detail.

3.2 Fragments

Fragments represent loosely coupled data capsules that, just like core REA entities, inherit directly from PropertyDeclaration, i.e. they can declare named properties (cf. Figures 3 and 4). The purpose of fragments is their reuse in various domain vocabulary declarations or within a single domain. Examples for simple fragments are HumanName or Address—they have in common that they define rather general concepts that can be used multiple times in the domain vocabulary. In that respect, fragments are very similar to aspects, as described in (Hruby et al., 2006). While the concept of aspects described there is very powerful and even allows the specification of behavior, it is not as smoothly embedded into the modeling layer as our approach, as in our work fragments are first class citizens of the modeling layer and are a standard way of modeling the business vocabulary. In addition, no aspect oriented programming framework is required for usage, and modeling with fragments “feels” just like modeling core REA. Specification of behavior however is one of our elements in the design of a comprehensive software architecture based on the presented data model.

In Figure 4 some generic concepts have been modeled as fragments: HumanName and Address only specify attributes, while PersonalInformation is composed of a HumanName and an Address association amongst two other attributes.
3.3 Enumerations, Relations and Units

Enumerations inherit from Declaration, i.e. they can be associated via associations from fragments or REA entities. Enumerations declare a set of strings which are usually related to each other. Examples are fashion sizes (XS, S, M, L, XL, etc.) or colors (red, green, blue). On the M1 layer, the enumeration is declared only (i.e. its name is defined), however the values for the enumerations are defined on the M0 layer (cf. Figure 5).

Units are derived from enumerations and extend them in that they define an additional corresponding factor that relates the values of the enumeration to each other. In the metric system, we can specify length in m, cm, km, etc., in the imperial and US customary systems of measurement length is specified in terms of inch, foot, yard, etc. For the definition of a single unit we therefore need the term needed to describe the unit and the factor that relates the term to the standard unit of the dimension that unit is defined in. Now, at runtime it doesn’t matter in which unit a certain value is given, as it can be converted to any other (known) unit easily.

Just like units basically relate different enumeration values by a factor (and thus allow precise conversion from one unit into another), other relations could be defined, too. For instance, the fashion sizes could be related by their size using a “greater than” relation. In fact, the relational information can be modeled completely self-contained, because the relational mappings are defined by a ternary association between enumeration instances: one enumeration instance resembles, the left hand side of the relation, another one the right hand side and a third enumeration instance depicts the operator to be used for the relation. This last enumeration is an instance of the enumeration subclass Relation and defines three additional fields: isTransitive, isReflexive, and isSymmetric. Since the operator still is an enumeration instance, its value is of type String—thus the value of the relational enumeration instance could be as simple as “≤”, or any literal description.

3.4 REA Declarations

In comparison to fragments that are used to describe domain independent concepts, REA declarations are much more specific, as they implement REA concepts (but still in a domain independent manner when it comes to specific business domains). REA declarations provide the infrastructure to enable (i) the flexible modeling of a specific business domain vocabulary (cf. Section 3.4.1) and (ii) the modeling of the business model (cf. Section 3.4.2).

3.4.1 Domain Vocabulary Declaration

At runtime, REA declarations enable the representation of a business domain in terms of the REA ontology, i.e. instances at the M1 layer are created based on the M2 Meta model infrastructure. These instances on the M1 layer are in turn prescripts for instances on the M0 layer, both of which are managed at runtime. REA declarations are implemented as a set of trees, where each trees root element is one of the core REA concepts, i.e. one tree declares resources, another one declares agents, etc. (cf. Figure 6). In our concept, these declarations define hierarchically structured data capsules only, i.e. each declaration on layer M1 is basically a set of properties (cf. Section 3.1). Behavior is currently not modeled, but support for runtime configurable declaration/definition of methods is planned for the software architecture built upon this data model and thus for future versions of this model.

Each REA declaration is defined by its name, which implies that each name can be given only once. For instance in Figure 6 the given names “Clerk”, “Customer”, “Sale”, etc. cannot be used by any other REA declaration. With this restriction we suppress ambiguities and help designing a cleaner domain vocabulary.

The behavior of a declaration is currently defined by its Meta class only, for instance any kind of agent that is declared on the M1 layer can participate in
events, and only the language rules of the REA ontology define the application flow. The provided view on the M1 layer in Figure 6 is a shortcut for what is happening behind the scenes. Based on the power type concept, each entity declaration modeled on layer M1 is in the background split in two entities: an instance declaration and a type declaration—the generated data structure is depicted in Figure 7. The instance declaration holds properties declared for each instance of the given entity, whereas the type declaration holds the class properties that are to be defined only once on the M0 layer in a type instance and are referenced from each of the M0 instances through a type association. It is declared in the declaration layer whether the properties of fragments and REA declarations are required or optional—thus the runtime engine needs to check object and type instances for the fulfillment of this domain vocabulary peculiarities.

3.3.2 Business Model Declaration

Business models are designed at the declaration layer (M1), just like declarations and fragments. For the specification of a value chain of the operational level, the REA declarations need to be arranged accordingly—cf. Figure 8 for a simple sales example, trading products for cash. In this constellation a single sales duality comprises the selling of at least one product (as in a shopping cart) for a single cash payment. At runtime it is rather trivial to check whether an event might occur in a specific duality or not, but of course the inheritance tree must be considered, i.e. instances of any sub-declaration of a REA declaration specified in a constellation are valid entities.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a data model for the declaration of REA based business models. The concepts of fragments and REA declarations have been sketched and their implementation has been discussed. The presented approach provides a solid basis for the execution of such defined business models in the sense that all required data is available in a single database which can be manipulated and queried at runtime using traditional database interaction methods.

With the separation of declarations and types we have improved the expressiveness of REA models and we have shown that declarations are naturally located on layer M1 while types (of the type object pattern) are really located at layer M0. Our approach provides a consistent view on entities of both layers, and it is thought to be implemented against a single data store, i.e. instances of layers M0 and M1 are “stored together”, thus enabling use of referential constraints and referential integrity checking.

We have defined our REA core library with a relational database in the background. Our model provides a class infrastructure for objects and types of the declaration layer M1 and of the runtime layer M0.

We have shown how REA declaration entities can be interconnected in order to resemble business models of varying complexity. With the notion of “fragments”, we have introduced a fully integrated new first class citizen in the REA business modeling world. One that does not relate to specific REA concepts but can be applied to any (or none) of them.

One aspect which has not been discussed here is the evolvability of business models, i.e. support for runtime changes in the declaration layer, which is scheduled for further investigation. Also, we are in the process of integrating runtime configurable behavior in addition to the flexible data capsules presented here.
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